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Abstract

In this paper, we consider a surrogate model to approximate solutions to steady incompressible
Navier-Stokes flow problems. The surrogate model is constructed by replacing the Navier-Stokes
model by the Stokes model in some region of the computational domain and by coupling the two
models along an interface. The surrogate model creates some approximation error. We propose here
an error estimate in terms of quantities of interest and an adaptive strategy to reduce the error by
adjusting the position of the interface between the two models. This adaptive modeling framework
aims at taking away the burden and heuristics of manually partitioning the domain while providing
new insight into the physics. We present several two-dimensional numerical experiments to show
that the error estimator is accurate and to demonstrate the efficiency of the adaptive method.

Keywords: Navier-Stokes and Stokes equations, coupling method, model adaptivity, adjoint
problem, goal-oriented error estimation

1. Introduction

In many numerical simulations, the mathematical model of choice accurately describes the
physical processes but is unfortunately intractable with respect to current computer resources.
The idea is then to replace this fine model by a simpler or coarser model in some subregions of
the computational domain where it is deemed sufficient. Approximations by means of a surrogate
model based on the coupling of multiple models using a domain decomposition-type approach is
already quite well established and desirable for several reasons: 1) in the case where the fine model
is nonlinear, it may be advantageous to replace it by a linear model to avoid using an iterative
solver [10]; 2) in the case that the coarse model can be equivalently recast into a boundary integral
formulation, the dimension of the computational domain can simply be reduced by one [5, 31]; 3)
finally, in the case of multiscale simulations, one may selectively reduce the number of degrees of
freedom by considering a coarse scale model instead of the full fine scale model [1, 20].

Our ultimate interest pertains to airbag inflation simulations. Robust mesh generation and
evolution in realistic stowed configuration is very challenging due to the complex geometry. In
order to treat this class of problems and circumvent associated issues, two-grid scale models were
developed in [29, 30] by approximating the complex flow problem with a linearized boundary integral
formulation. The necessary approximations are however not appropriate in the inflated part of the
domain and are therefore only used on a subdomain. The sub-grid scale model is then coupled
to a more refined fluid model set on the rest of the domain. To explore model-adaptivity in this
context, we focus on a simpler model problem that avoids auxiliary complications such as moving
domains [28] and time-dependence.
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Figure 1: Schematic of domain-decomposition approach for model adaptivity.

A natural question that arises when using an approximate model on a subdomain is, first, which
partitions give sufficiently accurate solutions? To define what is actually meant by an accurate
solution, one needs to define a measure for accuracy: In many cases, a user has a very restricted
interest in the solution, which can be formulated as a functional of the solution, the goal functional.
In terms of the error in the goal functional, we want to know how large the modeling error is that
arises from using an approximate model on a subdomain. Also, we would like to know how to choose
this subdomain in an optimal way. Goal-oriented model adaptivity [17, 3, 23] provides a tractable
framework in which such questions can be tackled. This framework has been applied to, e.g.,
heterogeneous materials [18], flow problems [21], atomistic-to-continuum problems [1], free-surface
flows [19], turbulence modeling [12] and arterial or river flow [8].

In this work, the Stokes approximation to Navier-Stokes flow is investigated. Earlier work
on coupling Navier-Stokes to linearized equations (Oseen, Stokes) was performed by Fatone and
co-workers in [9, 10]. However, in the work of Fatone, the subdomain partition is fixed and the
modeling error not estimated. This work can be conceived of as an extension of Fatone’s work in
that direction.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, two formulations for the multiphysics problem
are presented. First, in §2.1, a monolithic formulation which is easily implemented; and then, in
§2.2, a partitioned formulation which is a priori much cheaper. Error estimation and adaptivity
is treated in Section 3. In Section 4, first, in §4.1, the discretization and adaptive algorithm are
detailed; then, in §4.2-§4.4, the numerical results are presented. We close with a discussion in
Section 5.

2. A sharp interface multi-model problem

Consider a bounded, open domain Ω Ă R2 with Lipschitz boundary, partitioned into two open
subdomains Ωn and Ωs as in figure 1. We will often use the index m P tn, su to denote the Navier-
Stokes and Stokes domains, respectively. A partitioning implies Ωn Y Ωs “ Ω, and Ωn X Ωs “ H.
We will furthermore assume that Ωm are also Lipschitz domains so that we can define Sobolev-
spaces and their traces on them, as well as their external normals nm (almost everywhere). The
boundary BΩ is partitioned into BΩD and BΩN , along which resp. Dirichlet (g) and Neumann data
(h) are prescribed. In this Section we consider the partitioning, and hence the interface between
these subdomains, Σ :“ BΩn ´ BΩ, to be predefined. Consider now the steady incompressible
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Navier-Stokes equations on Ωn in strong form

un ¨∇un ´∇ ¨ σpun, pnq “ 0 in Ωn, (1a)

∇ ¨ un “ 0 in Ωn, (1b)

un “ g on BΩD X BΩ
n, (1c)

σpun, pnq ¨ nn “ h on BΩN X BΩ
n; (1d)

and the Stokes equations on Ωs

´∇ ¨ σpus, psq “ 0 in Ωs, (2a)

∇ ¨ us “ 0 in Ωs, (2b)

us “ g on BΩD X BΩ
s, (2c)

σpus, psq ¨ ns “ h on BΩN X BΩ
s; (2d)

and suitable transmission conditions on the interface:

us “ un on Σ, (3a)

σpus, psq ¨ ns ` σpun, pnq ¨ nn “ 0 on Σ. (3b)

We define the global fields u and p as

u :“

#

un, in Ωn

us, in Ωs
, p :“

#

pn, in Ωn

ps, in Ωs
,

where we leave the definition of pu, pq on Σ undefined for now. The stress is Newtonian, i.e.,
σijpu, pq :“ ´pδij ` pui,j ` uj,iq{Re, with Re the Reynolds number.

2.1. Heterogeneous domain decomposition formulation

We derive a formulation based on [9]. To this end we introduce some notation and define test-
and trial spaces. The usual Hilbert Sobolev space with index k is denoted HkpΩq, its associated
inner product and derived norm are denoted by p¨, ¨qk,Ω and } ¨}k,Ω, respectively. We identify H0pΩq
as L2pΩq. The velocity is sought in the space

V :“ tv P H1pΩq : v “ 0 on BΩDu, (4)

equipped with the norm } ¨ }1,Ω. We denote by µ and λ Lebesgue volume and surface measures,
respectively. For the pressure function space we have

Q :“

$

&

%

L2pΩq, λpBΩN q ą 0
"

p P L2pΩq :

ż

Ω
p “ 0

*

, otherwise
(5)

equipped with the usual norm } ¨ }0,Ω. We denote by

γBΩ : H1pΩq Ñ H1{2pBΩq : γBΩpuq “ u at BΩ (6)

(in the distributional sense) the standard trace operator, and its right inverse, the lifting operator,
by `BΩ : H1{2pBΩq Ñ H1pΩq. Both exist, and are linear and bounded, see [16]. We will stress they
are operators by putting their argument in brackets. We have introduced the notation H1{2pBΩq, it
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is simply the range of γBΩ and corresponds to the usual definition of Sobolev spaces with fractional
index. We denote the space of bounded linear functionals on H1{2pBΩq by H´1{2pBΩq. The space
H1{2pωq, with ω Ă BΩ, is the restriction of functions in H1{2pBΩq to ω. In particular, we have, cf.
e.g. [22],

H
1{2
00 pΣq :“ tu P H1{2pΣq : the zero extension of u

to all of BΩ is in H1{2pBΩqu. (7)

The space H´1{2pωq is then defined as the dual space of H
1{2
00 pωq.

We multiply equations (1-2) by test functions v P V and q P Q and integrate by parts to obtain:
ż

Ωn

pu ¨∇uq ¨ v dx

`
ÿ

m

$

&

%

Re´1

ż

Ωm
∇u : ∇v dx´ Re´1

¿

BΩm

pn ¨∇uq ¨ v dx

´

ż

Ωm
p∇ ¨ v dx`

¿

BΩm

pn ¨ v dx´

ż

Ωm
q∇ ¨ u dx

,

.

-

“ 0.

We insert boundary conditions into the boundary integrals, replacing them by

ÿ

m

$

&

%

¿

BΩm

pn ¨ v dx´ Re´1

¿

BΩm

pn ¨∇uq ¨ v dx

,

.

-

“

“
ÿ

m

¿

BΩm

pσ ¨ nmq ¨ v dx

“

ż

BΩN

h ¨ v dx`

ż

Σ
pσ ¨ nn ` σ ¨ nsq ¨ v dx.

The latter of the two integrals vanishes for v P H1pΩq on account of the dynamic transmission
condition (3b). We introduce the familiar bi- and trilinear forms

apu,vq :“ Re´1p∇u,∇vq0,Ω, (8)

bpu, pq :“ ´p∇ ¨ u, pq0,Ω, (9)

cpu,v,wq :“ pu ¨∇v,wq0,Ω, (10)

and their restrictions to subdomain m: am, bm, cm. We arrive at the weak formulation
Given g P H1{2pBΩDq, h P H

´1{2pBΩN q and a Lipschitz partitioning through Σ, find pu, pq P
p`BΩpgq ` V q ˆQ such that:

apu,vq ` bpv, pq ` cnpu,u,vq ` bpu, qq “ ph,vq0,BΩN @pv, qq P V ˆQ. (11)

We introduce the condensed notation

Υ :“ tg,hu as in (11)

NΣppu, pq; pv, qqq :“ apu,vq ` bpv, pq ` bpu, qq

` cnpu,u,vq

F ppv, qqq :“ ph,vq0,BΩN
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such that (11) is equivalent to
Given Σ and Υ, find pu, pq P V ˆQ such that:

NΣppu, pq; pv, qqq “ F ppv, qqq @pv, qq P V ˆQ (12)

Remark. We thus find that on the interface Σ, the kinematic condition (3a) is imposed strongly
through (4). The dynamic condition (3b) is imposed weakly, and in a variationally consistent
way [26] through those test functions v which are supported on Σ.

Remark. Proving the well-posedness of the the system (12), is not trivial and beyond the scope
of this article. Use of the skew-symmetric form of the convective term cnp¨, ¨, ¨q facilitates such a
result. Considering the homogeneous Dirichlet case, any v P V and a (weakly) solenoidal vector
field un P V (any solution un of (12) will satisfy this condition), we have (see e.g. [11, 15, 25]) the
identity

cnpun,un,vq “ ´cnpun,v,unq `

ż

Σ
pun ¨ vqpun ¨ nnqdx.

This property motivates the introduction of the skew-symmetric convection term

dnpu,v,wq “
1

2
cnpu,v,wq ´

1

2
cnpu,w,vq (13)

and the reformulation of the transmission condition (3b), equating the Oseen fluxes along the
interface:

σpus, psq ¨ ns `

ˆ

σpun, pnq ´
1

2
un b un

˙

¨ nn “ 0 on Σ, (14)

yielding a formulation for which an existence and uniqueness result is known, this is the main result
of [10], theorem 6.1. In the sequel, however, we will work with the standard dynamic condition (3b)
and convective term (10). A comparison between the choices (3b) and (14) is given in [9].

2.2. Partitioned iterative scheme

An alternative approach to the problem (1-3), is to treat the two subdomains, Ωn and Ωs,
separately, and to iterate the coupled formulation until convergence. Then a choice has to be
made in the enforcement of the transmission conditions (3). This results in a partitioned solution
approach, which gives a user the freedom to select specialized solvers for each subproblem. In
this setting, for instance, a Galerkin discretization of the Stokes problem typically gives a linear,
symmetric matrix. Alternatively, as demonstrated in [30], a treatment of the Stokes problem by
the boundary element method would enable flow calculations on highly complex, evolving domains.
In this Section, we present a partitioned formulation, and show its equivalence to the monolithic
formulation (12).

We consider only the multi-model case µpΩmq ą 0. The homogeneous cases have been treated in
e.g. [11, 15, 25]. The choice of a partitioned formulation includes a particular imposition of interface
conditions, and for a well-posed iterative scheme this depends on the presence of a Neumann
boundary and on the domain partition it falls into. For convenient definitions of the function
spaces in (15-16), we consider here only the case that the subdomains Ωm are connected and that
the Neumann boundary is entirely encapsulated within the Navier-Stokes partition, but the analysis
extends with minor modifications to other configurations. The relevant function spaces are

V m :“ tv P H1pΩq : v “ 0 on Ω´ Ωm, v “ 0 on BΩDu, (15)

Qm :“ tp P L2pΩq : p “ 0 on Ω´ Ωmu, (16a)
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and in the case λpBΩN q “ 0,

Qn :“

"

pn P L2pΩq : pn “ 0 on Ωs,

ż

Ωn

pn “ ´

ż

Ωs

ps
*

. (16b)

The space Qs requires no modifications, the Neumann boundary Σ has positive measure, such that
the (mean) pressure in the Stokes subproblem is uniquely determined. For the same reason, we
ignore the case where Ωn is not connected and one of the closed boundary segments does not contain
such a Neumann boundary of positive measure. Throughout this Section we use the notations um

and pm, m P tn, su, but these do not denote the classic solution of Section 2. Rather, we denote by
them elements of the spaces V m and Qm.

For the purpose of discussion, let us restrict ourselves to the case where the interface is away

from the Neumann boundary, i.e. distpΣ, BΩN q ą 0. There is a trace operator γΣ : V Ñ H
1{2
00 pΣq

(choosing Ω as Ωn in equation 7), such that γΣpvq “ v on Σ. In the case that Σ is a closed contour

we simply have γΣ : V Ñ H1{2pΣq. We define a lifting operator `Σ : H
1{2
00 pΣq Ñ V , a right inverse

of γΣ. Then, we have the splitting

Lemma 1. V “ V n ‘ `ΣH
1{2
00 pΣq ‘ V

s, Q “ Qn ‘Qs.

Corollary 2. There exists @pv, qq P V ˆ Q and @x P Ωm a splitting (which we actually construct
in the proof of lemma 1)

v “ vn ` `Σpv00q ` vs

q “ qn ` qs
(17)

with vm P V m; v00 P H
1{2
00 pΣq and qm P Qm for m P tn, su. Conversely, any such combination of

vm and `Σpv00q yields an element v in V , and any combination qm yields an element q P Q.

Proof. (of lemma 1) The forward inclusion, “Ą”, of the first equality is straightforward. Note
that V is a vector space, so we prove the separate conclusions. V Ą V m is readily seen from the

definitions (4) and (15), and V Ą `ΣH
1{2
00 pΣq follows from the range of `Σp¨q.

For the backward inclusion, “Ă”, note that ṽ :“ v ´ `Σpv00q “ 0 on Σ by the definition of `Σ.
Then vm :“ ṽ|Ωm P V

m, such that the first of (17) holds.
For the second equality we simply define qm “ q|Ωm which is clearly an element of Qm. Noting

that Q “
 

q P L2pΩq : q|Ωm P Q
m
(

, by comparing equations (5) and (16) we also have Qm Ă Q.
Motivated by the splitting provided by (17), we directly cast the monolithic formulation (11)

into the partitioned scheme below. Introducing the functionals

Nn
k ppu

n, pnq; pvn, qnqq :“ anpun,vnq ` bnpvn, pnq ` cnpun,un,vnq

` cn
`

un, `Σpu00
k´1q,v

n
˘

` cn
`

`Σpu00
k´1q,u

n,vn
˘

` bnpun, qnq,

F n
k ppv

n, qnqq :“ ph,vnq0,BΩN ´ a
n
`

`Σpu00
k´1q,v

n
˘

´ bn
`

`Σpu00
k´1q, q

n
˘

´ cn
`

`Σpu00
k´1q, `

Σpu00
k´1q,v

n
˘

,
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and1

N s
k

`

pus, ps,u00q, pvs, ps,v00q
˘

:“ a
`

us ` `Σpu00q,vs ` `Σpv00q
˘

` bs
`

vs ` `Σpv00q, ps
˘

` cn
`

`Σpu00q,un, `Σpv00q
˘

` cn
`

un ` `Σpu00
k´1q, `

Σpu00q, `Σpv00q
˘

` bs
`

us ` `Σpu00q, qs
˘

,

F s
k

`

pvs, qs,v00q
˘

:“
`

h, `Σpv00q
˘

0,BΩN
´ an

`

un, `Σpv00q
˘

´ cn
`

un,un, `Σpv00q
˘

´ bn
`

`Σpv00q, pn
˘

,

we have the following partitioned scheme.

Given the input g P H1{2pBΩDq and h P H´1{2pBΩN q and initial guess(es) u00
0 P H

1{2
00 pΣq, and,

in the case of equation (16b), ps P Qs we solve for k P N
Find pun

k , p
n
kq P p`

BΩDpgq ` V nq ˆQn such that:

Nn
k ppu

n
k , p

n
kq; pv

n, qnqq “ F n
k ppv

n, qnqq @pvn, qnq P V n ˆQn, (18a)

and subsequently, given un
k ,

Find pus
k, p

s
k,u

00
k q P p`

BΩDpgq ` V sq ˆQs ˆH
1{2
00 pΣq such that:

N s
k

`

pus
k, p

s
k,u

00
k q, pv

s, ps,v00q
˘

“ F s
k

`

pvs, qs,v00q
˘

@pvs, qs,v00q P V s ˆQs ˆH
1{2
00 pΣq, (18b)

and returning to (18a) with, for some ϑ P p0, 1s,

pumk , p
m
k q Ð ϑpumk , p

m
k q ` p1´ ϑqpu

m
k´1, p

m
k´1q (18c)

and k Ð k ` 1.
In summary, the kinematic condition (3a) is imposed strongly in the Navier-Stokes subprob-

lem (18a). The dynamic condition (3b) is imposed weakly in the linear Stokes subproblem (18b),
by evaluating the residual F n

k p¨q ´N
n
k ppu

n, pnq, ¨q against functions p`Σpv00q, ¨q.

Theorem 3. The problems (11) (or its compact notation (12)) and (18) are equivalent, in the sense
that pu, pq is the solution of (11) if and only if its splitting through lemma 1, pun,us,u00, pn, psq,
is the limit solution of (18), i.e.,

um “ lim
kÑ8

umk P V
m,

u00 “ lim
kÑ8

u00
k P H

1{2
00 pΣq,

pm “ lim
kÑ8

pmk P Q
m,

where the limits reside in the trial spaces by completeness. The partitioned scheme is assumed to
converge as k Ñ8.

1If indeed distpΣ, BΩN q ą 0, and the implemented lift `Σ maps to functions with local support, away from BΩN ,
the first term in the last functional, F s

k, may drop. This is quite common in implementation.
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Proof. For the forward implication, ñ, invoke lemma 1 to substitute the splitting (17), into (11)
for both test and trial functions. Using the abridged notation fΣ :“ `Σpf00q and fBΩ :“ `BΩpfq
yields, for each of the terms in (11),

apun ` us ` uΣ,vn ` vs ` vΣq “ anpun,vnq ` anpuΣ,vnq
loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon

(a)

`

` anpun,vΣq ` aspus,vsq ` aspus,vΣq ` aspuΣ,vsq ` apuΣ,vΣq
loooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

(b)

,

bpun ` us ` uΣ, qn ` qsq “ bnpun, qnq ` bnpuΣ, qnq
loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon

(a)

` bspus, qsq ` bspuΣ, qsq
looooooooooooomooooooooooooon

(b)

,

bpvn ` vs ` vΣ, pn ` psq “ bnpvn, pnq
loooomoooon

(a)

` bnpvΣ, pnq ` bspvs, psq ` bspvΣ, psq
loooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooon

(b)

,

cnpun ` us ` uΣ ` gBΩ,un ` us ` uΣ ` gBΩ,vn ` vs ` vΣq “

“ cnpun,un,vnq ` cnpun,uΣ ` gBΩ,vnq ` cnpuΣ ` gBΩ,un,vnq
looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

(a)

`

` cnpuΣ ` gBΩ,uΣ ` gBΩ,vnq
looooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon

(a)

` cnpun ` gBΩ,un ` gBΩ,vΣq
looooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon

(b)

`

` cnpun ` gBΩ,uΣ,vΣq ` cnpuΣ,un ` gBΩ,vΣq ` cnpuΣ,uΣ,vΣq
loooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

(b)

,

ph,vn ` vs ` vΣq0,BΩN “ ph,v
nq0,BΩN

loooooomoooooon

(a)

`ph,vΣq0,BΩN
loooooomoooooon

(b)

,

apgBΩ,vn ` vs ` vΣq “ anpgBΩ,vnq
looooomooooon

(a)

` apgBΩ,vΣq ` aspgBΩ,vsq
looooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon

(b)

,

bpgBΩ, qn ` qsq “ bnpgBΩ, qnq
looooomooooon

(a)

` bspgBΩ, qsq
looooomooooon

(b)

.

We sum the terms (a), i.e. those tested against pvn, qnq, and observe that these correspond to (18a).
Conversely, terms (b) correspond to (18b). Thus, the solution pu, pq of (11) is a fixed point of the
partitioned iteration (18).

Conversely, for the reverse implication ð, if pun,us,u00, pn, psq is the limit of the partitioned
process (18), the summation of equations (18a-18b) is equivalent to the monolithic formulation (11),
by virtue of the same splitting.

3. A posteriori error estimation and adaptivity

In this Section, we shall consider that one is interested, not in the solution pu, pq of (12), but
in the prediction of some (differentiable) functional of the solution Jppu, pqq, the goal quantity, for
example:

1. the vorticity in subregion ω Ă R2 (e.g. in lower right corner of the cavity, in Figure 2 on
page 14):

Jppu, pqq “

ż

ω
curl u “

ż

ω
u0,1 ´ u1,0 (19)
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2. the v-weighted traction σ ¨ n, for some v P H1{2pBΩq:2

Jppu, pqq “

¿

BΩ

pσpu, pq ¨ nq ¨ v

“ F pp`BΩpvq, 0qq ´NΣppu, pq, p`
BΩpvq, 0qq,

with γBΩ as in (6), where the last equality follows by interpreting the boundary integral as a
H´1{2pBΩq ˆH1{2pΩq duality pairing such that the functional is bounded.

3. kinetic energy (nonlinear goal):

Jppu, pqq “
1

2
}u}20,Ω

4. average or mollified versions of pointwise values, as in [21].

In general, it may not be necessary to solve the Navier-Stokes equations on the whole domain Ω to
achieve an acceptable accuracy in the goal quantity, and it may suffice to use an approximation, the
Stokes equations, on a subdomain (when the convective term is small with respect to the diffusive
term, for example). Goal oriented model adaptivity provides a systematic way to arrive at an
optimal discretization. In this Section we present the methodology, based on [17, 21], beginning
with the introduction of some notation.

Fréchet derivatives of nonlinear operators Jp¨q and semilinear operators Np¨; ¨q are defined as,
@u P H1pΩq; @v,w,x P V and @p, q, r, s P Q,

J 1ppu, pq; pv, qqq “

lim
tÑ0

t´1 rJppu` tv, p` tqqq ´ Jppu, pqqs

J2ppu, pq; pv, qq, pw, rqq “

lim
tÑ0

t´1
“

J 1ppu` tw, p` trq; pv, qqq ´ J 1ppu, pq; pv, qqq
‰

and

N 1ppu, pq; pv, qq, pw, rqq “

lim
tÑ0

t´1 rNppu` tw, p` trq; pv, qqq ´Nppu, pq; pv, qqqs

N2ppu, pq; pv, qq, pw, rq, px, sqq “

lim
tÑ0

t´1 rNppu` tx, p` tsq; pv, qq, pw, rqq ´Nppu, pq; pv, qq, pw, rqqs

provided the existence of the limits.
Now consider the nonlinear fine model (where Υ denotes the data, as in equation 12)
Given Σ1 and Υ, find pu1, p1q P p`

BΩDpgq ` V q ˆQ such that:

NΣ1ppu1, p1q; pv, qqq “ F ppv, qqq @pv, qq P V ˆQ, (20)

where Σ1 is such that Ωn “ Ω and hence Ωs “ H. The residual at an approximation pu0, p0q is
given by

Rppu0, p0q; pv, qqq :“ F ppv, qqq ´NΣ1ppu0, p0q; pv, qqq. (21)

2This is similar to a residual evaluation at a function with support on (part of) BΩD, see also [26].
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We solve an approximate mixed-model problem
Given Σ0 and Υ, find pu0, p0q P p`

BΩDpgq ` V q ˆQ such that:

NΣ0ppu0, p0q; pv, qqq “ F ppv, qqq @pv, qq P V ˆQ. (22)

We can find the dual (or adjoint) solution, related to (20) and the the goal quantity J through the
dual (adjoint) problem

Given Σ1, find pz, ζq P V ˆQ such that:

N 1Σ1
ppu0, p0q; pv, qq, pz, ζqq “ J 1ppu0, p0q; pv, qqq @pv, qq P V ˆQ (23)

In the case that this problem is too expensive to solve, one can also approximate the dual solution
by solving the adjoint equation of the forward problem (22) as explained in [3, 27]. Alternatively, an
enriched problem can be considered, where the interface Σ̃ is obtained by considering an enlarged
fine scale region Ω̃n Ą Ωn, see for instance [1]. If the modeling error is denoted by pe, εq “ pu1 ´

u0, p1 ´ p0q, the error in the goal can be stated exactly, as

Theorem 4. (Error representation) In the case that pz, ζq is the exact dual solution, we have the
error representation:

Jppu1, p1qq ´ Jppu0, p0qq “ Rppu0, p0q; pz, ζqq ` r,

with integral remainder term

r “ ´

ż 1

0

´

N2Σ1
ppu0 ` se, p0 ` sεq; pz, ζq, pe, εq, pe, εqq`

J2ppu0 ` se, p0 ` sεq; pe, εq, pe, εqq
¯

p1´ sqds.

Remark. The above result differs from [17] as the dual problem is the linearization of the
fine-scale problem (20) rather than the mixed-model problem (22) as in [17].

Proof. (of theorem 4) Using appropriate Taylor expansions with integral remainders:

Jppu` e, p` εqq ´ Jppu, pqq “

J 1ppu, pq; pe, εqq `

ż 1

0
J2ppu` e, p` εq; pe, εq, pe, εqqp1´ sqds (24a)

and

Nppu` e, p` εq; pz, ζqq ´Nppu, pq; pz, ζqq “

N 1ppu, pq; pz, ζq, pe, εqq`
ż 1

0
N2ppu` e, p` εq; pz, ζq, pe, εq, pe, εqqp1´ sqds, (24b)
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the error can be developed as

Jppu1, p1qq ´ Jppu0, p0qq “

p24aq
“ J 1ppu0, p0q; pe, εqq ´

ż 1

0
J2ppu` e, p` εq; pe, εq, pe, εqqp1´ sqds

p23q
“ N 1Σ1

ppu0 ` se, p0 ` sεq; pz, ζq, pe, εqq´
ż 1

0
J2ppu` e, p` εq; pe, εq, pe, εqqp1´ sqds

p24aq
“ NΣ1ppu, pq; pz, ζqq ´NΣ1ppu0, p0q; pz, ζqq´

ż 1

0

´

N2Σ1
ppu0 ` se, p0 ` sεq; pz, ζq, pe, εq, pe, εqq`

J2ppu` e, p` εq; pe, εq, pe, εqq
¯

p1´ sqds

p20´21q
“ Rppu0, p0q; pz, ζqq ` r,

as required.
In the case under consideration, we have:

Rppu0, p0q; pv, qqq “

“ ph,vq0,BΩN ´ apu0,vq ´ bpv, p0q ´ bpu0, qq ´ cpu0,u0,vq

“ ´cspu0,u0,vq ` F ppv, qqq ´NΣ0ppu0, p0q; pv, qqq

“ ´cspu0,u0,vq (25)

In addition, we also have upper and lower bounds for the error estimate

Lemma 5. For the case of a linear quantity of interest, and homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions (u “ 0 on BΩ), the modeling error (4) is bounded as

|Jppu1, p1qq ´ Jppu0, p0qq ´Rppu0, p0q; pz, ζqq| ď 2
?

2CPF}∇z}0,Ω}∇e}20,Ω, (26)

with CPF the Poincaré-Friedrichs constant.

Proof. We have, for the second variation of NΣ1

N2Σ1
ppu, pq; pv, qq, pw, rq, px, sqq “ cpx,w,vq ` cpw,x,vq,

and for the second variation of J , J2p¨, ¨, ¨q “ 0. Substituting these relations into the error repre-
sentation from theorem 4, yields

Jppu1, p1qq ´ Jppu0, p0qq ´Rppu0, p0q; pv, qqq “ cpe, z, eq ` cpz, e, eq

We invoke the continuity of the trilinear form, as given in e.g. [11, 15, 25]:

|cpu,v,wq| ď
?

2CPF}∇u}0,Ω}∇v}0,Ω}∇w}0,Ω @u,v,w P V,

where use has been made of a Ladyzhenskaya inequality [14] which, consistent with our definition
of Ω in Section 2, is valid for subdomains of R2. We can thus bound the left member of (26) by
2
?

2CPF}∇z}0,Ω}∇e}20,Ω as asserted.
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Remark. The bounds for nonlinear J depend on the type of nonlinearity and have to be assessed
on a case-by-case basis. Note that the estimated error in the goal converges as Op}∇e}20,Ωq, i.e.,
twice as fast as the modeling error in the norm. In the current case of mixed Stokes/Navier-Stokes
approximations, the bounds on the estimate also converge as Op}e}20,Ωq.

To elaborate the goal-adaptive procedure, we now consider a tessellation of the domains Ωn and
Ωs into disjoint open sets (elements) κ P Th with a maximum diameter h. Constructed this way
Σ does not dissect elements. The error can be split up into element contributions ηκ (indicators)
such that

Jppu1, p1qq ´ Jppu0, p0qq À
ř

κPTh ηκ, (27)

with ηκ P R a estimation of the local local contribution to the error at element κ. In the following
we derive an error indicator ηκ that is designed to be convenient (viz., easily implemented and
cheaply computed in standard finite element software), and moreover forms a sufficiently sharp
upper bound for the error. We first make a few notes on discretization.

In practice, the primal problem (22) is approximated on finite dimensional conforming subspace
puh0 , p

h
0q P V

h ˆQh Ă V ˆQ. In the context of the present work, we shall only consider modeling
errors and assume that discretization errors are at least an order of magnitude smaller. For con-
current treatment of modeling and discretization errors, see [23, 24]. Then, the dual problem (23)
may be solved in the same finite-dimensional subspace. The approximation space often consists
of polynomial functions on each element κ P Th. This space is spanned by a basis tφiuiăN with
φi : Ω Ñ R3, to each of which a unique point xi P Ω, a node, is assigned. Every basis function φi
maps to R3 as it has two velocity components and one pressure component.

Our goal now is to derive a simple error indicator ηκ, and our departure point is the nodal
contributions to the dual-weighted residual. This approach is adopted as we work in the continuous
Galerkin setting and the residual of the fine model Rppu1, p1q; ¨q is in general not orthogonal to
element-wise restrictions of the dual z|κ, as these are not in the approximation space. On the other
hand, the basis functions of course are, thus

Jppu1, p1qq ´ Jppu0, p0qq “ R ppu0, p0q; pz, ζqq ` r

«
ÿ

iăN

R ppu0, p0q;φiq
loooooooomoooooooon

“:R̂i

ẑi

where the hat denotes the ith component of a function(al), and r the integral remainder term, which
is assumed negligible. We note that on the discrete level, tR̂iui is just the residual vector, and tẑiui
contains the coefficients of the already computed dual solution. We define Iκ :“ ti ă N : xi P κ̄u,
the set of indices of nodes near element κ; and Th,i :“ tκ P Th : xi P κ̄u, the set of elements near
node xi. Recall that our goal is to define an element-wise rather than node-wise error indicator ηκ.
This is because the indicators should inform the adaptation of the domain decomposition, which,
like elements (unlike nodes), is a topological entity. We thus choose to redistribute contributions
locally:

R ppu0, p0q; pz, ζqq “
ÿ

κPTh

ÿ

iPIκ

“:βi,κ
hkkikkj

ş

κ φi
ş

Ω φi
R̂iẑi

loooooooomoooooooon

“:ηκ

.

The equality follows by the construction of βi,κ such that
ÿ

iăN

αi “
ÿ

κPTh

ÿ

iPIκ

βi,καi (28)
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for any real sequence tαiuiăN . In the case of a non-uniform grid it may be hard to compute the
integral of φi, as the elements in the support may be far from the node. This is because a basis
function φi may have support on elements κ R Th,i through constraints ensuring C0pΩq-continuity
of the basis. Information on the large support of such φi may not be readily available as the design
philosophy of many finite element packages is to keep calculations local to elements. To handle
such situations, we propose a simpler scheme, requiring only the local quantities µpκq, the volume
of the element; and #Th,i, the number of elements neighboring node xi. We may approximate βi,κ
by

1. splitting the contribution at i equally over the neighboring elements κ P Th,i, i.e. 9βi,κ “
1{#Th,i,

2. or slightly more refined, by splitting according to the element volumes, i.e. :βi,κ “ µpκq{µpYκPTh,iκq.

We denote the resulting approximate indicators by ηc
κ and ηv

κ, respectively. Note that 9βi,κ and :βi,κ
satisfy the condition (28) so that we have the equalities

R ppu0, p0q; pz, ζqq “
ÿ

κPTh

ηκ “
ÿ

κPTh

ηc
κ “

ÿ

κPTh

ηv
κ

The final step is to select an algorithm for enhancing the model, i.e. updating Σ0, based on the
error indicators. Some common strategies are to refine those elements κ for which

1. ηκ ą θmaxκ ηκ, with 0 ď θ ď 1 (greedy algorithm),

2. κ belongs to the fraction 0 ă θ ď 1 of elements with the largest indicator ηκ (fixed-fraction
marking),

3. ηκ belongs to a minimal set of indicators such that their sum is at least 0 ă θ ď 1 of the total
sum of indicators. This marking strategy is of the Dörfler type [6].

4. Numerical experiments

We investigate the flow in a channel with a cavity, the geometry of which is shown in Figure 2.
It represents a square cavity hewn out of a channel side. The Reynolds number (Re :“ |v|H{ν) is
defined through the maximum inflow velocity maxBΩD |g|, the sectional height H (which we both
fix to unity) and kinematic viscosity ν. We consider only laminar flow and restrict the Reynolds
numbers accordingly. The goal is to compute vorticity in the lower right corner of the cavity.
Accordingly, Jppu, pqq is defined by (19). We prescribe the following boundary conditions

1. quadratic inflow profile: g “ t4yp1´ yq, 0u at Γin, see Figure 2,

2. outflow boundary conditions: h “ 0 at Γout,

3. no-slip boundary conditions: g “ 0 along the remainder of the boundary.

13
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Figure 2: Schematic of cavity flow problem.

4.1. Discretization details

A uniform Cartesian mesh Th0 is defined over the domain Ω, along with a set of uniform
refinements Th0{2i , i P N. Also, an h-adapted grid T0 is generated, based on the fine model,
Σ1, with dual-weighted-residual-based indicators ηκ :“ }Rppu1, p1q, ¨q}0,κ}pz, ζq}0,κ, where the dual
solution is calculated on a uniformly h-refined grid with a goal functional corresponding to that of
the model adaptive simulation. The h-adapted mesh is introduced to ground the assumption that
the modeling error is larger than the discretization error, as mentioned in Section 3. On this mesh
we use the inf-sup stable, Q2 ´Q1 Lagrange basis for V h ˆQh, see [4, 7].

The model-adaptive algorithm is outlined in table 1. The input Σ0 is chosen such that Ωs “ Ω,
thus, we assume nothing about the location of the highest error contributions. The initial guess
pu0, p0q is taken zero for low Reynolds numbers, and is obtained by Reynolds continuation for
higher Reynolds numbers. Note that the adjoint problem and the error estimator can recycle
many components of the primal problem, that is, the routine for assembling a residual vector and
jacobian. We have also reused the assembleResidual() method for the error indicator, not just
the convective term, as these are equivalent by (25). We have chosen in this schematic, and in our
numerical investigations, to use the full model Σ1 for the adjoint problem. The model refinement
follows the greedy algorithm.

These computations were performed in the General Reacting Incompressible Navier-Stokes
(GRINS) software package,which builds on libMesh [13].

4.2. Re “ 10

We first consider the case Re “ 10, on a uniform grid with 25600 elements (h “ 1{80). Through-
out we use the refinement fraction θ “ 0.1. In Figure (3), the error indicators; primal velocity
magnitude and domain decomposition are plotted at successive model adaptive iterations i. Note
that on a uniform grid ηc

κ “ ηv
κ. The first plot, i “ 0, is obtained using the full Stokes primal

problem, before the governing equation is switched to the Navier-Stokes model on any element.
We observe that, of the competing error contributions, the two re-entrant corners dominate

the error. This is due to the singularities in the pressure solution. The marked clefts in the error
distribution that emanate from these corners become more pronounced under mesh refinement,
and are related to a sign change in the indicator ηc

κ. We see that the error indicators are negligible
inside the refined region, suggesting that the indicator indeed represents a local contribution to
the error. This is as expected from the small support of the basis functions. In the coarse region,
ηc
κ decreases on elements away from the interface, suggesting that a shape-gradient approach to
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(a) i “ 0, εQ “ ´4.12 ¨ 10´2, #T n
h {#Th “ 0.000 “ µpΩn

q{µpΩq

(b) i “ 1, εQ “ 4.43 ¨ 10´3, #T n
h {#Th “ 0.195 “ µpΩn

q{µpΩq

(c) i “ 2, εQ “ 2.12 ¨ 10´3, #T n
h {#Th “ 0.392 “ µpΩn

q{µpΩq

(d) i “ 4, εQ “ ´2.56 ¨ 10´5, #T n
h {#Th “ 0.743 “ µpΩn

q{µpΩq

(e) i “ 13, εQ “ 1.08 ¨ 10´14, #T n
h {#Th “ 1.000 “ µpΩn

q{µpΩq

Figure 3: Counting-based indicators ηc
κ (left) and primal velocity magnitude |u0| (right) at model-

adaptive step i for the case Re “ 10, computed on a uniform mesh with resolution h “ 1{80.
The darker shading in the right-hand side plots indicates the Stokes domain. The relative error in
the goal quantity is denoted by εQ, the fraction of refined elements by #T n

h {#Th and the volume
fraction of the refined region by µpΩnq{µpΩq.
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Table 1: Pseudo code for the model-adaptive algorithm, given numerical parameters (TOLQ and θ)
input Σ0, Υ and initial guess pu0, p0q.

do

..\\Solve forward problem

..Rppu0, p0q; ¨q = assembleResidual(Σ0,Υ,pu0, p0q,0)

..N 1ppu0, p0q; ¨, ¨q = assembleJacobian(Σ0,pu0, p0q)

..pu0, p0q = solve(N 1ppu0, p0q; ¨, ¨q,Rppu0, p0q, ¨q)

..\\Solve adjoint problem

..Rppu0, p0q; ¨q = assembleResidual(Σ1,Υ0,pu0, p0q,Q
1ppu0, p0q; ¨q)

..N 1ppu0, p0q; ¨, ¨q = assembleJacobian(Σ1,pu0, p0q)

..pz, ζq = solve(N 1ppu0, p0q; ¨, ¨q
T, Rppu0, p0q, ¨q)

..\\Compute error,indicators and adaptively refine

..Rppu0, p0q; ¨q = assembleResidual(Σ1,Υ,pu0, p0q,0)

..tηκuκ = computeIndicators(Rppu0, p0q; ¨q,pz, ζq)

..Σ0 = refineModel(tηκuκ,θ)
while |Rppu0, p0q, pz, ζqq| ą TOLQ

model adaptivity [2, 27] would also be interesting in this setting. In this approach, Σ is perturbed
in the direction that yields an optimal error reduction. Furthermore, an approach with an enriched
adjoint problem [1], where the interface is advanced uniformly to increase the fine region of the
dual problem with respect to the primal problem, also looks promising. We also note that model
refinement at the no-slip boundaries is postponed to the later iterations, due to the small values of
the primal and dual velocities.

We now consider the same test case on a pre-computed h-adapted grid as plotted in Figure 4.
Mesh refinement is concentrated around the reentrant corners and the integration region for the
quantity of interest, and is thus seen to follow a different pattern than the model refinement. In
Figures 5 and 6 we have plotted the model-adaptive iterations using indicators ηc

κ and ηv
κ respec-

tively. Comparison reveals that the refinement patterns are very similar for the two indicators. We
see roughly the same refinement patterns as for the uniform case of Figure 3, verifying that the
indicators also work in the case of non-uniform meshes. The coarseness of the interface Σ is only
a by-product of the lack of resolution. Note that the relative error in the quantity of interest is
of equal order of magnitude for refinements of equal volume fraction µpΩnq{µpΩq. However, the
fraction of refined elements, #T n

h {#Th, is 2-4 times lower than this volume fraction with both
indicators. Thus, the chosen measure of computational expense does lead to different conclusions.

4.3. Re “ 1000

At higher Reynolds numbers convection will play a more important role, especially in the
cavity, where a stronger primary vortex forms and a larger secondary vortex entirely encapsulates
ω, the goal quantity region. We immediately turn to the adaptive grid, shown in Figure 7. The
h-refinement pattern is less concentrated and refines more along the wall of the domain.

We again plot error indicators and velocity magnitudes, in Figure 8. The high-valued errors
are more localized and concentrated around the upstream pressure singularity and the primary
vortex. These marked changes in refinement pattern should be ascribed to convection. Errors from
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Figure 4: Pre-computed h-adapted mesh for the case Re “ 10.

the upstream reentrant corner are convected to the primary vortex, of which the shape is highly
dependent on the contribution of the convection term cp¨, ¨, ¨q. Model refinement is thus very much
concentrated in the cavity, restoring quickly the parabolic profile inside the channel. This, in turn,
renders Stokes flow a much better approximation to the flow (as the flow gradient is orthogonal to
the flow direction, such that the convective term is small).

4.4. Effectivity and error decay

For the Reynolds numbers 10, 100 and 1000, we have also plotted the estimated relative error
in the quantity of interest against the two different measures of cost: the fraction of fine elements
#T n

h {#Th and the volume fraction of the fine region µpΩnq{µpΩq, see Figure 10. As the Reynolds
number increases, the error evolution becomes less smooth. Considerable model refinement is
required to gain accuracy as the initial slope of the graphs is quite low, this is the case in the lower
panel of Figure 10, where cost is measured in terms of the volume fraction. It would be more
desirable to gain many orders of magnitude accuracy by refining a small part of the domain. This
behavior is not observed due to the chosen test case, where the channel is relatively short. Note
that the different indicators ηκ and their error bounds

ř

κ |ηκ| perform approximately equally well.
It can also be deduced that the model adaptive strategy shows how much refinement is necessary
(i.e. what #T n

h or µpΩnq is necessary) to get a certain level of accuracy. Mesh-independency is
investigated in Figure 11, we see that the graphs corresponding to the same Reynolds numbers are
indeed clustered, despite the low mesh resolution of the coarsest level.

In Figure 12, the effectivity of the estimator,

θeff “
Rppu0, p0q; pz, ζqq

Jppu1, p1qq ´ Jppu0, p0qq
, (29)

is plotted. We expect the effectivity to be close to unity as the errors in this estimate are op}e}21,Ω`

}ε}20,Ωq as shown in lemma 5. Errors are indeed small, especially at low Reynolds numbers, where
the contribution of convection is relatively small. The evolution of the effectivity is rather erratic
where the solution has not been resolved. This is because the error in primal velocity, e is still
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Figure 5: Counting-based indicators ηc
κ (left) and primal velocity magnitude |u0| (right) at model-

adaptive step i for the case Re “ 10, computed on the mesh of Figure 4. The darker shading in
the right-hand side plots indicates the Stokes domain. The relative error in the goal quantity is
denoted by εQ, the fraction of refined elements by #T n

h {#Th and the volume fraction of the refined
region by µpΩnq{µpΩq.
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Figure 6: Volume-based indicators ηv
κ (left) and primal velocity magnitude |u0| (right) at model-

adaptive step i for the case Re “ 10, computed on the mesh of Figure 4. The darker shading in
the right-hand side plots indicates the Stokes domain. The relative error in the goal quantity is
denoted by εQ, the fraction of refined elements by #T n

h {#Th and the volume fraction of the refined
region by µpΩnq{µpΩq.
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Figure 7: Adaptive mesh for the case Re “ 1000 with #T0 “ 4807, h “ 1{10 and 10 refinement
levels.

large, hence, the integral remainder term in Theorem 4 is not negligible with respect to the dual
weighted residual. Note that the effectivity becomes undefined when the fractions #T n

h {#Th and
µpΩnq{µpΩq are exactly 1, where the limit to the exact solution is attained. Numerically, before
this limit is attained, round-off errors start to dominate both the numerator and denominator of
(29) already at #T n

h {#Th Á 0.95 as observed in the upper panel of Figure 12.

5. Conclusions

We have presented two formulations for multi-model, viscous, incompressible, steady flow for the
use in a model-adaptive scheme. A monolithic formulation was given and the derived partitioned
formulation was proven to be equivalent. Simple but effective element-wise error indicator were
presented, based on nodal components of the dual-weighted residual. Finally, a simple model-
adaptive algorithm was presented where, at each iteration, first a forward problem is solved, an
adjoint problem is solved, error indicators are computed and, finally, the model is locally refined.

The behavior of the error indicators and algorithm were demonstrated numerically for the mono-
lithic formulation, for uniform as well as non-uniform grids. The developed technique automates
the non-trivial process of domain decomposition, provides estimates (and bounds to the estimate)
of the modeling error, and moreover offer insight into the flow features relevant to a specific quantity
of interest. The refinement process behaves qualitatively the same on both h-adapted meshes and
uniform meshes of different resolutions. Error indicators are seen to decrease smoothly in space, and
monotonously (provided there is sufficient resolution) and suggest that adaptive approaches based
on a shape-gradient approach, or an enriched adjoint solution would be effective in this context
too.
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h {#Th “ 0.046, µpΩn

q{µpΩq “
0.103

(c) i “ 2, εQ “ 7.86 ¨ 10´1, #T n
h {#Th “ 0.193, µpΩn

q{µpΩq “
0.268

(d) i “ 3, εQ “ ´1.48 ¨ 100, #T n
h {#Th “ 0.311, µpΩn

q{µpΩq “
0.301

(e) i “ 4, εQ “ 4.04 ¨ 10´1, #T n
h {#Th “ 0.424, µpΩn

q{µpΩq “
0.392

Figure 8: Volume-based indicators ηv
κ (left) and primal velocity magnitude |u0| (right) at model-

adaptive step i for the case Re “ 1000, computed on the mesh of Figure 7. The darker shading
in the right-hand side plots indicates the Stokes domain. The relative error in the goal quantity is
denoted by εQ, the fraction of refined elements by #T n

h {#Th and the volume fraction of the refined
region by µpΩnq{µpΩq. Continued in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Continuation of Figure 8.
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Figure 10: Error estimate for different estimators and Reynolds numbers, plotted against different
measures for the cost. The line styles represent the simulation cases ηc

κ (´´) with error bound
Σκ|η

c
κ| (¨ ¨ ¨ ), and ηv

κ (—) with error bound Σκ|η
v
κ| (´ ¨ ´). Colors represent different Reynolds

numbers: Re “ 10 (red), Re “ 100 (green), Re “ 1000 (blue).
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Figure 11: Error estimate for different meshes at Re “ 1000. The line styles represent dierent mesh
levels: h “ 1{10 (`), h “ 1{20 (ˆ), h “ 1{40 (Ĳ), h “ 1{80 (‚) and the mesh of Figure 7 (‹).
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Figure 12: Effectivity of the error estimator for different uniform grids and Reynolds numbers. The
line styles represent the simulation cases ηc

κ (´´) and ηv
κ (—). Colors represent different Reynolds

numbers: Re “ 10 (red), Re “ 100 (green), Re “ 1000 (blue).
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